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‘One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman’.¹ This famous line from Simone de Beauvoir’s *Le Deuxième Sexe [The Second Sex]* (1949) bears repeating in a special issue on childhood in France, since with this brief phrase the philosopher established the importance of child-rearing to the post-suffrage feminist struggle. Beauvoir’s distinction between a person’s biological sex, and the social and cultural norms that forge their gender identity led her to unpick how young girls were moulded to conform to such norms from birth through to adulthood, using insights drawn from psychoanalysis, literature and philosophy. This basic methodological framework was adapted with gusto by feminist thinkers and militants in the 1970s. Several of the factions within the Mouvement de Libération des Femmes [MLF, Women’s Liberation Movement] turned their attentions to childhood. Through the medium of print, feminists produced new narratives of girlhood in several successful series of books for children, inspired by studies on sexism in child-rearing. While the French second-wave feminist movement and its publishing activities have been well-documented, relatively little attention has been paid to its attempts to imagine childhood free from sexism.²

Feminists of the period were not alone in rethinking children’s culture in the light of their militant aims. Kimberly Reynolds speaks of the ‘transformative energy of children’s literature’, noting that the importance of childhood to developing citizens of the future means writing for children has regularly ‘been put into the service of those who are trying to disseminate new world views, values and models’.³ Certainly around the epochal year of 1968, the search for new forms of social organization and political action led to a re-
examination of power structures, including the family, and inspired a search to find new ways of speaking to children. Children’s book publishing in France around 1968 was an important site for radical experimentation. For some politically engaged publishers, alternative forms of culture for children were perceived to offer a ‘second front’, to borrow the term employed by the French author and editor Christian Bruel, through which to effect change where the revolution of 1968 had failed. While a good proportion of the anti-sexist children’s books were produced by feminist presses who did not specialize in children’s books - principally the Du Côté des Petites Filles [On the Side of Little Girls] series for MLF’s Éditions des Femmes – other radical publishers also became interested in feminist children’s books, notably Christian Bruel’s publishing collective Sourire qui Mord [The Smile that Bites]. In fact, these different presses often published many of the same experimental artists and authors. Feminist publishing for children was aesthetically, as well as politically innovative. The relationships between these distinct publishers can shed light on how feminist campaigns helped shape the new ideas on children and their culture that emerged around 1968.

This article traces how ideas on psychoanalysis and sex difference as being socially constructed, and the many tensions within these two large and interconnected intellectual currents produced new ways of thinking about books for children in the 1970s. In children’s literature studies, scholarship on feminism in children’s books has tended to focus on the texts, and how feminist theory revolutionized the way that children’s books have been written, read and interpreted. This article shifts the focus instead to the producers, to trace the key role played by certain feminist organizations with their affiliated presses, and by radical publishing collectives in pioneering an anti-sexist approach to making children’s books. Through an examination of their publishing practices, collaborators and books, the article explores not only the intellectual impact of the women’s liberation movement on
children’s literature, but also the artistic visions and new poetics they helped to inspire and nurture.

The feminist challenge to child-rearing practices

Revisiting childhood was integral to many feminist analyses of gendered oppression. This is not to suggest there was a cohesive ‘feminist’ perspective on childhood in the 1970s. Rather, the discussions reflected the myriad divisions that characterized the second wave feminist movement in France: it was more important for some schools of thought than for others. Notably, the group Psychanalyse et Politique [Psychoanalysis and Politics, usually referred to as Psych et Po], and particularly its charismatic co-founder, Antoinette Fouque, stressed the importance of the early years, when the child resolves the Oedipus complex and enters into the symbolic order of the phallus. Psych et Po sought to recover the feminine element that had been suppressed, through a variety of techniques, including psychoanalysis and developing ‘feminine’ writing (écriture féminine), freed from the shackles of patriarchal conventions. The second major current of thought to be interested in childhood was that of the radical feminists, guided by the Beauvoirian theory that the education of little girls forces them into the rigid structures of womanhood. Studies in the 1970s of sex roles and the socialization of children included a special issue of Les Temps Modernes on books for girls in 1976 (Beauvoir was on the magazine’s editorial board). The most influential publication however was a book entitled Du Côté des Petites Filles by the Italian Montessori practitioner, Elena Gianini Belotti. She analysed how even before birth, parents’ and society’s expectations conditioned the lives of boys and girls according to their gender. When Belotti’s book was translated into French (paradoxically, given their opposing views) by Psych et Po’s publishing house, Éditions des Femmes in 1974, it proved to be one of their best-selling books, and still is to this day, having sold over 300,000 copies since its release.
as Anne Meunier remarks, it became the go-to feminist book for parents after ’68, and remains a key reference for discussion of gender stereotypes (the thick folder of recent press clippings in the Éditions des Femmes archives is testimony to this).¹²

Child-rearing was thus one way to ensure that the cycle of patriarchal repression was broken, and children’s books were key to this approach. In French feminism, the social constructivists led the campaigns against sex-role socialization, concerned about the negative impact on young girls of outmoded representations in children’s books on family life, gender roles and career expectations. Feminist campaign groups in the 1970s, such as Beauvoir’s Ligue du Droit des Femmes [Women’s Rights League], attacked school textbooks for their representation of traditional sex roles. This argument was given national prominence as it became the subject of one of the first campaigns led by the newly-appointed Under-Secretary of State for Women’s Condition, Françoise Giroud, when she commissioned an inquiry in 1974 into sexism in primary schools.¹³ Besides schools, children’s literature was identified as one of the main ways in which patriarchal norms were transmitted across the generations. As Simone de Beauvoir put it, ‘little girls explore the world and see their destinies through the eyes of men.’¹⁴ Belotti devoted almost thirty pages of her book to detailing the findings of studies on children’s books, myths and legends, and the ways in which they perpetuated girls’ subaltern status.¹⁵ She highlighted the systematic relegation of female characters to the background of plots, the reduction of women to the role of mother, and the confinement of heroines to passive roles. Only wicked witches or stepmothers played an active role in stories. Challenging such misogyny was all the more urgent, according to Belotti, because she subscribed to a functionalist understanding of children’s reading, in which young readers had no critical faculty, and therefore internalized completely what they read in their books.¹⁶

Divisions emerged over what the remedy to this situation might be. They broadly fell into tensions between social constructivists’ emphasis on societal factors, which applied to
both sexes, and Psych et Po’s own theories of sex difference predicated on a feminist reading of psychoanalysis. In fact, the Éditions des Femmes editors added their response to Belotti’s thesis on the back cover of their edition of her book: ‘should we conclude, as the author does, that we should simply be developing the child’s ‘human’ qualities, regardless of their sex? Might not such an egalitarian and undifferentiated education risk a further integration into the schemas of masculine oppression?’¹⁷ This was typical of the Éditions des Femmes use of what Sweatman calls ‘framing strategies’, in which the editors would signal their disagreement when the author’s conclusions did not fit with Psych et Po’s analysis of women’s condition.¹⁸ Psych et Po argued vociferously that the ultimate challenge to the masculine order would come only from women (mothers, lovers, writers) nurturing a revitalized, powerful form of the feminine.¹⁹ The main question was therefore whether feminist books for children should play down the differences between girls and boys, as the constructivists suggested, or instead seek to promote a new, female-led society? What would this look like? Moreover, when it came to portraying girls’ bodies, and girls as desiring subjects, these divisions became more complex. Such questions struck at the heart of the second-wave movement, and its claims to bodily autonomy and reproductive rights. Sex education and fostering in girls a positive relationship with their bodies from their early years were key tenets of this revolution.

For both Beauvoir and Belotti, the major elements of gender difference were socially constructed, rather than lying in the psyche. Both suggested that Freud’s famous thesis on female penis envy was describing a phenomenon that had social, rather than psychological origins. Feelings of inferiority could be eradicated in a more egalitarian society. For Psych et Po, by contrast, sex difference was inscribed in the body and the psyche. Their emphasis on the feminine, and the emancipatory possibilities of female homosexuality caused problems when it came to representing heterosexual desire in children’s books. Nevertheless, such
tensions could be productive in terms of books for children. As the Éditions des Femmes commentary on Belotti’s book concluded: ‘the immense success of this book clearly shows that this is one of the sensitive areas of debate [points névralgiques] of the women’s struggle.’

‘Opening the conversation’ with children about sexism

The success of Belotti’s book inspired several publishers to answer her call for a new type of children’s literature, as well as to tap into the substantial market of mothers who wanted to educate their children with books that reflected the values of the feminist revolution. The pioneer in this regard was Adela Turin, an Italian feminist militant.20 Turin had spent the early 1970s in Paris, where she had become involved with the MLF, before moving to Milan where she joined the radical feminist movement ‘Rivolta femminile’. Interested in the publishing house Éditions des Femmes from its inception in 1972, Turin had at that point discussed with its director, Antoinette Fouque, the idea of producing feminist children’s books. Thus in 1975, when she started a children’s publishing project named Dalla Parte delle Bambine after Belotti’s book, she contacted Éditions des Femmes. The French house was delighted to support Turin’s new venture – Bibia Pavard speaks of their ‘coup de foudre’ for her books21 – and the two outfits set up a co-edition agreement to produce the new series in both Italian and French.

The primary function of books in this series was to be employed as tools in the feminist struggle against the patriarchy, or rather, as Turin put it, as ‘a means, not an end’.22 These were ‘militant books’, whose aim was to open ‘the conversation with children, and provide adults with arguments in order to talk to children about sexism’.23 In this respect, the Franco-Italian series was probably the first large-scale venture of its kind in Europe.24 Comparable children’s books were being produced by other women’s liberation movements
in the United States: the Group 22 collective in North Carolina, for example, set up the Lollipop Power publishing group, which used children’s picturebooks as part of their consciousness-raising work, and as a way to extend the discussion about child-rearing.\(^\text{25}\) Lollipop Power’s publishing practices were deliberately counter-cultural, non-hierarchical, and with very little editorial work before the books were put into production.\(^\text{26}\) Éditions des Femmes in France adopted similar non-hierarchical approaches to business (aided by a large initial donation and subsequent funding from Sylvina Boissonais), and placed an emphasis on the collective in its publishing practices, often producing books unsigned by authors.\(^\text{27}\)

By way of contrast to both its American counterparts, and its French publisher, the Italo-French series Du Côté des Petites Filles was the product of two women’s editorial vision: Adela Turin, who edited the series as well as writing most of the books, and Antoinette Fouque, who commissioned a number of French titles. The partnership produced nine books in the first year of its existence, between 1975 and 1976, five of them written by Adela Turin and illustrated by Nella Bosnia.\(^\text{28}\) The books had a cohesion, and an editorial line on female childhood that was distinctive, but still allowed some disagreement. In addition, theirs was a professional, international and avowedly entrepreneurial venture.\(^\text{29}\) The partnership allowed Turin to use advance payments on the rights from the French edition to defray the production costs involved in making large, full-colour picturebooks. She boasted to the historian Bibia Pavard that they were the most dynamic section within the Éditions des Femmes press, whose books helped to raise the press’s public profile, and that it was the only series to have print runs of 50, 60 even 80,000 copies.\(^\text{30}\) Certainly they proved adept at international distribution, and further partnerships were set up in 1976 with the Spanish publisher Lumen, and the English Writers and Readers Publishing Cooperative.\(^\text{31}\) The series recruited some of the brightest young female talents of the children’s publishing scene in France, notably Agnès Rosenstiehl and Nicole Claveloux. These women were professionals
rather than feminist militants. The latter in particular was at that point an internationally-recognized artist (she won the Biennial of Illustration Bratislava’s Golden Apple Prize in 1976), and her collaboration indicated that the aim of Du Côté des Petites Filles was to produce books both politically and aesthetically innovative. The balance between producing commercially viable, artistically daring and militantly feminist books was not, however, an easy balance to strike, and ultimately the priority always had to be the ideological struggle.

The series opened in a riot of pink, with a picturebook for young children entitled *Rose Bombonne* [original Italian title *Rosaconfetto*, English translation *Sugarpink Rose*].32 On the surface everything about the book spoke loudly of reclaiming the feminine: its pink spotty cover, featuring a pink elephant in a frilly pram, the series logo with a young girl next to the feminist clenched fist, and the book's ultra-girly title. The story itself then subverts this association of the female and the pink. It tells how a little elephant frees herself from the tyranny of the sickly pink world in which she is forced to live. The tribe of elephants forces its daughters to eat peonies and anemones, and play in a confine, in order to develop a beautiful soft pink skin. One little elephant, Pâquerette [Daisy], finds her skin stays stubbornly grey, despite all her efforts to eat the flowers. In a rage, her father accuses her of being a rebel, and warns she will never find a husband. Pâquerette decides she has had enough, and escapes the girls’ pen to join the boys, frolicking freely in the mud and the forest. The other girls follow suit, and the book concludes that henceforth it will be impossible to tell boy elephants from girl elephants. This was the first openly militant feminist children’s book in 1970s France - Pâquerette was presented as a ‘petite éléphante en lutte’ [a militant little girl-elephant] in the accompanying publicity.33 Published in a series that had taken its name from Belotti’s big bestseller, *Rose Bombonne* came into the shops just as the government was leading a national debate on the topic. The book therefore attracted
much media attention, and, as we shall see below, inspired other publishers to join the struggle.

*Rose Bombonne’s* rather Beauvoirian happy ending, in which gender difference was all but eradicated, does not appear to have troubled Fouque and her team. Nevertheless, Adela Turin’s writing swiftly moved towards an emphasis on the powerful qualities of womanhood, which was more in tune with the ethos of her French partners. Increasingly her books ended with female characters setting up all-female communities. Men, or male characters (be they tortoises, bonobos or elephants) tended to be associated with violence, injustice, and capitalism, from which the female characters had to emancipate themselves in order to found more just and harmonious societies. Turin made this division explicit in an interview with her illustrator, included at the end of her later book for teenagers, *Ariane: entre les lignes d’une légende* [Arianna, *tra le righe di una leggenda*], (1979/80), a feminist adaptation of the myth of Theseus and the Minotaur. She stated that she saw in the story ‘two types of relations: the tender alliance between three women… and the brutal connivance between Theseus and Pirithous focused on violence and power.’ The critics who celebrated Turin’s works pointed to her caustic critiques of contemporary male-dominated capitalist society. In 1976, Edwige Talibon-Lapomme, writing for *Le Monde*, evaluated the whole production of the series thus far (six books). She considered that in the third, fourth and subsequent books in the series, Turin’s writing had developed in a far more interesting direction, once she had evidently decided to abandon male society as a model that girls should aspire to join. Talibon-Lapomme commended Turin’s *Clémentine s’en va* [*Arturo e Clementina/Arthur and Clementine*], for its depiction of the hollow life of a man (well, a tortoise) who is addicted to consuming things to the point where he only wants to be a spectator, rather than truly live life. When his wife Clementine expresses an interest in music, he buys her a record player, when she wants to try painting, he buys her a picture, until she
begins to feel crushed by this paraphernalia. Eventually, Clementine escapes her heavy shell to go travelling around the world on her own. Turin’s evolving vision of the ideal society can be seen in the *Histoire des Sandwiches* [*Storia di Panini/ The Breadtime Story*], illustrated by Margherita Saccaro (1976), which, as Pavard notes, could be read as a metaphor for the MLF itself. In this picturebook a little girl’s curiosity helps the women in her village understand that their labour, making delicious sandwiches, is being exploited by the men in the city. The women go on strike, and eventually, set up a women-led community. Saccaro’s images played with perspective, to underscore the theme of growth – the women grow in stature as they regain control over their lives. The final double-page spread imagined this feminine community, where all inhabitants are deliberately represented as being the same size, (even the children), and all are engaged in group activities. A few men feature in the final utopian vision of the *Sandwiches*. However, many of Turin’s books concluded that women were quite simply, better off without men. *L’Histoire Vraie des Bonobos à Lunettes* [*La Vera Storia dei Bonobo con gli Occhiali/ The Real Story of the Bonobos who Wore Spectacles*], (1976) for example, ends with the female bonobos gathering up the children and setting up their own ‘calm and peaceful’ existence in the mangroves, away from their exploitative male overlords.

The desire to criticize patriarchal society also led Turin to rewrite fairy tales, considered by feminist scholars to be leading offenders in encouraging girls to simply wait passively for their prince to come. As Lissa Paul writes, fairy tales enjoyed a ‘new lease of life’ as a result of the 1970s fashion for subverting such tales, one of the distinctive features of the feminist poetics of children’s culture across the West in this period. According to Paul, the hallmark of these second-wave fairy tales was that they simply changed the originals, so that the heroines ‘tended to be more like men tricked out in drag’. However, the strategies adopted by Adela Turin suggest that Paul’s criticism, while surely valid, downplays the militant, educational function of such tales. Turin’s books provided girls with
feminist versions of classic tales, but she also used framing devices to highlight the literary strategies that male-dominated society had long used to keep girls and women in their place. She wanted her books to open conversations between adults and children. Thus her feminist edition of Hans Christian Andersen’s *Poucette* [Thumbelina] (1978) opened with an explanation of why the happy marriage at the end of the tale had been removed: ‘we don’t want to tell little girls tall stories any more [*nous ne voulons plus raconter des histoires aux petites filles*]’. Her edition of *La Petite Sirène* [The Little Mermaid] (1980) told readers that they had decided at the very last minute to give Andersen’s story a happier conclusion, ‘the poet, on being consulted, shrugged his shoulders: women’s struggles are not his concern.’

Fairy tales raised the thorny question of romantic (heterosexual) love. Turin was uncompromising on this question. Nicole Claveloux, the artist whom Turin had commissioned to reimagine Andersen’s fairy tales, recalled how the editor had required all references to love, ‘whether it be the hope of finding love, or waiting for a prince to come’, to be removed. Turin’s view was that girls should be encouraged to see there was happiness in a career, or in friendships, or in travelling, instead of reading ‘sexist fairy tales fabricating this dream of love’. This was a stance that Claveloux found difficult to accept. For the artist, Turin’s suggested ‘happy’ ending for the *Sirène*, in which the heroine’s sisters encourage her to murder her rival bride, so that the little mermaid might return to her ageing parents, was ‘nightmarish!’. According to Christian Bruel, the penultimate image in the feminist *Sirène*, in which the mermaid is depicted curled up in the shape of a question mark, was the artist’s way of discreetly protesting against this conclusion. (Unfortunately, because Turin was not credited with her editorial role, most of the critics who were appalled at this treatment of the text blamed Claveloux for the changes). Above all, Claveloux felt that the idea in these feminist versions of both of Andersen’s tales, in which returning home alone, without love forms the *happy* ending, ‘is such an austere, even puritanical, ending to propose to poor little
girls.’ All the same, the books, dominated by Claveloux’s outlandish, disturbing images, make a bold statement on feminist poetics, far removed from straightforward subversion. The small detailed images in *Poucette* are set out across the pages, echoing the diminutive heroine. The front cover of her *Sirène* amplifies Claveloux’s feelings of the nightmarish elements of the story. A young girl’s face, framed by dripping, slimy seaweed emerges wide-eyed out of the water, against a dark red and black background. These were not beautiful heroines waiting for romantic love. Turin’s choice of Claveloux, one of the artists of the children’s avant-garde, was an aesthetic one, that of a feminist publisher, promoting experimental female art. Unsurprisingly though, given their disagreements, *Sirène* was the last Éditions des Femmes project that Claveloux worked on.

**The female body and search for identity**

Integral to finding new ways to speak to children, and particularly girls, was the importance of celebrating their bodies, in order to overturn the narratives of secrecy and shame that were particularly dominant in Catholic countries such as France and Italy. The findings of psychoanalysis on human sexuality and how it develops from birth, as well as the ideas of May ’68, had given campaigns for sex education greater impetus. Children’s publishing responded with a proliferation of books on the subject. As Jean Delas of the new publisher L’Ecole des Loisirs recalled: ‘this was the great era of sex education, for all ages, even for the under threes!’

It was Antoinette Fouque who secured for the Éditions des Femmes the artist who would produce one of the most audacious books from this period for younger readers on female sexuality. Fouque had been impressed by the work of artist and writer Agnès Rosenstiehl, notably Rosenstiehl’s early effort *De la Coiffure* [Hairstyles], from 1968, depicting a little girl’s imagining of the baroque styles she would wear if she had long hair.
which Fouque re-edited in the Du Côté des Petites Filles series. Then she commissioned
Rosenstiehl to write a book about girls for the series. The resulting work, *Des Filles* [Girls],
published in 1976, brought not only girls to centre stage, but also the female libido. The
idea for the book came from Rosenstiehl’s desire to break the silence around girls’ bodies.
She recalled how she was affected by her mother’s laconic reaction when she told her she had
begun menstruating: ‘Ah! It’s happened’. The young Agnès was given no further
information by her mother, and had to find out for herself what was happening to her body.
Rosenstiehl came from an artistic family, but one which still adhered to the conventions of
the time surrounding female sexuality and girls’ upbringing: ‘we were brought up to be
completely ignorant of our bodies and our sexuality’. Rosenstiehl’s beguilingly simple
drawings in *Les Filles* skewered patriarchal assumptions about female sexuality and tackled
taboo subjects such as sex, menstruation, and desire. She brought a playfulness to the series,
contrasting with the more militant tone of Turin’s books.

The book’s cover featured a series of identically dressed girls and one lone boy. In the
foreground, a girl with a grin on her face and a speech bubble saying ‘héhé’ reaches out for
the boy’s crotch. Rosenstiehl placed the publisher’s name, Éditions des Femmes, on the boy’s
sweatshirt, so he was effectively labelled as belonging to women. Inside, a boy and girl
compare their genitalia, and, in a cheeky feminist riposte to Freud’s theory of female
castration anxiety, they hold a peeing competition, where the girl pees standing up: both
accuse the other of cheating. She takes delight in telling him that later she will have periods,
with ‘blood!’ written in a large speech bubble, and responds angrily to the boy’s suggestion
that she can’t be an architect, that she will be like her mother and stay at home. She details all
the fantastic things girls can do. Their argument is resolved: the girl studies her companion
and two thought bubbles betray her attraction to this ‘cute’… ‘phallocrat’. But although
‘Antoinette was delighted with the result’, the ambiguity surrounding the implications of her
decision for the girl’s destiny (would she marry the boy and become like her mother?) was not the feminist ending envisioned by Fouque. The female libido was one of the key ways in which feminist thinkers in the Psych et Po current sought to challenge the phallocratic order. Thus the final image of the book, still in Rosenstiehl’s hand, expresses the editors’ disappointment, as a group of agitated-looking girls state in a collective speech bubble: ‘It’s hard for us to see such a promising beginning of emancipation conclude with a traditional conjugal ending! We hope there will be a more militant and subversive sequel. Long live the struggle!’ As Claveloux had, Rosenstiehl found the atmosphere in the press too serious for her liking; ‘they were militants’. (Julia Kristeva would accuse the publishing house of being ‘a sect more dogmatic than the Communist Party’). However, both Claveloux and Rosenstiehl underscored in later interviews the sense of complete freedom they enjoyed in the books they produced. Such framing strategies ensured that disagreements usually remained an open and frank exchange, in which they invited their young readers to reflect on the big feminist debates of the day.

Finally, Turin and Fouque’s feminist publishing project inspired one of the most enduringly successful examples of a meditation on sex difference and the embodied experience of gender in contemporary French children’s literature. The Du Côté des Petites Filles series, and particularly *Rose Bombonne* had caught the attention of a collective calling itself ‘Pour un autre merveilleux’ [‘For different fairy tales’], founded by Christian Bruel. This was a group of researchers, teachers, journalists, psychologists and artists dedicated to analysing contemporary children’s books. The collective’s first pamphlet placed their work in the context of the ‘new wind’ that was ‘blowing in the land of publishing for young children’, in which ‘hitherto taboo themes are beginning to be discussed’. Given their brief, the collective studied *Rose Bombonne* carefully, and according to Bruel, it inspired them to launch their own publishing project. The result was *Histoire de Julie qui avait une ombre*
de garçon [Story of Julie with a boy’s shadow], a sombre picturebook focusing on the emotional impact of growing up in a home where parents make their love conditional on their children conforming to their ideals. In the case of Julie, her parents’ disappointment was because she fails to behave like other girls. One day, she discovers her shadow is that of a boy. According to Anne Bozellec, another collective member who illustrated the book, the idea came from discussions with a young girl, who showed them a drawing she had done in which she had buried herself to escape her shadow. They decided this idea could be a good way to start exploring the search for identity.  

Julie is a tomboy, or garçon manqué in the Freudian sense of the term, that of a very physical lack which embodies her inferiority: ‘maybe she was just a boy… a failed boy [garçon manqué], with just this slit between her thighs that she liked to gently touch’. The use of the shadow device further underscored the way in which Julie’s difference is inscribed in her body. The book closes with Julie meeting a boy, as she is attempting to bury her shadow, and they both realize that they have the right to be who they are. Both will, however, have to return home to an unchanged situation. Against all their expectations, the book did well. Within nine months Julie had sold five thousand copies, and was warmly received by critics. Adela Turin also responded to their homage, by translating Julie into Italian in 1978, while her Spanish partner published their edition in 1980. For Bruel, Julie came at just the right time: it ‘seemed to answer a need for hope’.

Conclusion

This brief overview of some of the major publications carried out by publishers affiliated with the women’s liberation movement, and the experimental publications and collectives they also inspired, has highlighted several tensions within this production, which, I have argued, proved as stimulating as they were divisive. The main fault line, the point névralgique identified by the Éditions des Femmes, one central to the feminist movement
within France as a whole, was the difference between a social constructivist vision of gender as opposed to an embodied, even essentialist understanding of sex difference. However, for all sides of the debate, early childhood was the origin of the problem, and therefore the site of the solution. The second paradox was also the one which made the French feminist publishing scene from this period particularly distinctive, and that was the tension between the desire of professional publishers such as Turin and Fouque to draw upon the female talents of the vibrant children’s book scene in France and Europe, to produce aesthetically challenging books, and their aim as feminist militants to produce tools for the struggle. French feminist children’s picturebook publishing in the 1970s was inspired by this need to produce alternative approaches to child-rearing, but it also sparked new directions within the children’s field to produce an alternative literature, in which ‘different fairy tales’ were possible.

Finally, these may have been relatively marginal publishers, but their books enjoyed significant success. As Turin remarked, simply publishing for a feminist audience led to producing books for a mass movement, made up of millions of women across Europe. She also noted that books by feminist theorists such as Hélène Cixous were aimed at intellectuals and members of the MLF. Turin’s children’s books had a much wider readership: ‘I don’t think there would have been such popular interest in Éditions des Femmes if they had only published Cixous…’. The considerable sales of these books also provide further evidence that the question of child-rearing was by no means marginal to the feminist movement. This was not only one of the major debates of the movement, a point névralgique, but also an issue that demanded action, to provide books for the struggle. Moreover, a substantial number of the titles remain in print: Turin and Bosnia’s Rose Bombonne has been adapted and re-edited as Rose Bonbon by Actes Sud (1999, 2008), Rosenstiehl’s Les Filles returned in 2018, in a new edition by La Ville Brûle, and Bruel and Bozellec’s Histoire de Julie has been more or
less continuously in print since its publication in 1976, with a new edition produced by Éditions Thierry Magnier in 2014. They form important precursors to the new school of non-sexist children’s books that caused ferocious debates in 2014, when the conservative politician Jean-François Copé castigated schools for promoting what he called ‘gender theory’. *Histoire de Julie* was cited by *Le Figaro* as a ‘classic’ in this subversive genre.

The author would like to thank Éditions des Femmes for kindly opening their archives; Nelly Chabrol Gagne for her guidance on the Christian Bruel archives; and Christian Bruel and Nicole Claveloux for agreeing to be interviewed.
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